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Rudder at a Glance

Rudder is the easiest way for freelancers to deliver 
digital work to their clients and get paid quickly

Our mission is to provide freelancers with a streamlined, 
secure way to exchange files and money with their clients
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The Rudder Team

We are motivated and creative, with a vision to 
change how freelancers deliver work and get paid

Colin Healy
Co-Founder

Luke Rabin

Seed Stage CTO

Brandon Lewis

User Experience LeadCo-Founder

Daniel Bagbey
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We are all involved in freelance industries and see an opportunity to disrupt the market
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Problem — Disconnected Services

File sharing and payment solutions aren’t integrated, 
creating challenges for freelancers and clients

A freelancer’s work can be 
downloaded without compensation

Clients risk paying for work they may 
never receive

Freelancers can forget to send 
invoices or send them late

Clients can forget about invoices or 
pay them late
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Problem Continued — Too Many Steps

How freelancers currently deliver work and get paid 
is inefficient and time consuming

That’s a 10-step process using 4 applications to complete 1 transaction for a single client
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Our Solution

A fair, streamlined exchange of files and 
money all on one platform

The freelancer uploads the completed work to Rudder

The client completes payment in order 
to download the work

The files and money are immediately transferred 
$

Rudder reduces 10 steps down to 2 for both the freelancer and the freelancer’s client
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The Skilled Freelance Market

Rudder will operate within a $135B market 
in the United States alone

Work in creative, technical or professional positions 
across the country

5.6M skilled freelancers

Over half (54%) of these freelancers live in the 25 
metropolitan areas indicated on the map

25 top markets
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Our Target Market

Creative skilled freelancers face the challenges 
Rudder solves every day in their work

One in five skilled freelancers in the top 25 US 
markets work in creative services

700,000 creative skilled freelancers

Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York, 
Chicago, Nashville, and Wasington, DC

55% live in 6 top markets
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Our Pricing Today

Rudder is competitively priced 
with current invoicing services 

Sign Up

Create your free account

3%
Client pays processing fees

1%
By clicking “continue” I agree to Rudder’s Terms of Service and Privacy Policy

Rudder makes a margin on each transaction that increases significantly with scale

Credit Card+ $0.99 per transaction

Freelancer pays Rudder fee

0%
ACH
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The Turning Point

We need 350 monthly users to achieve 
positive EBITDA

350 Users
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$36,000 income

12 months
$3,000 /mo= X 350 users = $1,050,000 processed /mo

We can negotiate our processing costs from Stripe at $1 million in monthly transactions

The Turning Point

Based on average freelance income, we can 
process $1 million per month with 350 users
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Infrastructure

We utilize a flexible systems architecture, allowing 
us to scale easily as our platform usage increases

Leveraging these systems allows us to focus on creating an exceptional user experience 

File hosting Payment processing Secure bank connections
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Initial Go-To-Market Strategy 

We will hyper-target high 
volume creative freelancers

PR in online freelance oriented publications

Online advertising in the 6 top markets

Integrations with existing platforms
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Our Future Growth Strategy

We plan to put onboarding in 
the hands of our users

With our next raise, we will allow 
users to carry balances

A Rudder account will be required 
to receive the funds

$ $
$

Users will be encouraged to pay 
subcontractors from their balance
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The Competition

No other competitor addresses delivery and 
payment, despite the close relationship

Rudder WeTransferDropbox Quickbooks PayPal

Facilitates delivery of work

Collects online payments

Eliminates outstanding invoices

Centralizes project exchanges

Venmo
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Replace 
prototype with 

V1

350 Active 
Users

on Rudder

Position 
platform for 
acquisition

2020 2021 2022-
2023 2025

Market in 6 
top creative 

markets

Introduce 
Subscription 

Features

Expand 
marketing 

efforts

Where We Are Now

We are raising $300k to replace our prototype with 
V1.0 and begin marketing Rudder in 6 top markets

Raise $1M 
seed round 
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Exit Opportunities

We see three potential industries for 
acquisition opportunities

File hosting and sharing Invoicing/payment processing Online Marketplaces
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Contact

For investment inquiries and 
additional information:

-Daniel Bagbey // daniel@rudderapps.com

Our team wants nothing more than to be the ones 
to solve this problem that we face, and we know 
millions more face every day

mailto:daniel@rudderapps.com
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Appendix



According to Freelancers Union—which represents over a 
quarter of a million freelancers: 

44% of their members reported issues getting paid.  They 
also reported being owed over $10,000 in unpaid invoices 

on average, and having to spend an average of  
36 hours tracking down missing payments.
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Traction

Our prototype transacted 
over $10,000

We are currently pushing updates to our 
product on a monthly basis based on 
actual customer feedback.
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A Growing Opportunity

The creative freelance economy is growing 
rapidly across America

Growth in creative workers and revenue from creative services (2011-2016)

Nationwide New York, NY Nashville, TN Austin, TX

54%

43%

23%19%

39%
31%

15%14%

Creative Freelancers
Revenue
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Viral Growth Engine

Rudder has built in features that drive new user 
signup within our target market

If a freelancer carries a Rudder balance, this money may be 
transferred to another Rudder user

If the recipient does not have a Rudder account, they will 
need to sign up to receive the funds

Balance transfers

Both of these features create free and passive user onboarding opportunities for Rudder
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Acquisition Landscape at a Glance

Fiverr.com is a prime candidate for acquiring a 
freelance-centric company like Rudder

–Fiverr CEO Micha Kaufman  discussing the 
acquisition of AND CO

“the fact is that the vast majority of 
freelancing is happening offline”

Online freelance marketplace fiverr.com made 
freelance-related acquisitions in 2017, 2018, and 2019

Fiverr is attempting to expand their freelance offering 
outside of their online marketplace in order to enable 
“offline” freelance relationships

Rudder streamlines freelance transactions outside of 
an online marketplace

http://fiverr.com
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Sources

Claims based on surveys and studies by the largest 
freelance services in the world

"Freelancing In America" — Freelancers Union — Market size and payment statistics 

"The Economic Impact Of The Freelance Economy" — Fiverr — Market size and payment statistics 

“The Independent Workforce: Sizing the Market in the United States” — Fiverr — Market size statistics

CLICK FOR INTERACTIVE DATA

https://www.freelancersunion.org/resources/freelancing-in-america/
https://www.fiverr.com/freelance-impact
https://npm-assets.fiverrcdn.com/assets/@fiverr-private/freelance_impact/freelance-economy-2019.43a21dc.pdf
https://www.fiverr.com/freelance-impact

